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INTRODUCTION
Silvopasture – the integration of livestock, forage, and trees – can 
generate multiple high-value products with minimal off-farm inputs while 
enhancing ecological functions. 

Silvopasture remains largely untested in the Mid-
west U.S.  To fill knowledge gaps faced by farmers 
in this region, we tested techniques of integrating 
livestock with seedling trees in pastures. 

This project compared three tree protection meth-
ods for newly planted silvopasture: wire cages, elec-

tric fences, and tree tubes. Observations were made 
at four farms in the U.S. Midwest with livestock in-
cluding cattle, hogs, sheep, and poultry. 

In 2015, four farms each established silvopasture 
by planting a diverse selection of seedling trees for 
fruit and nut crops, timber, forage, shade, and shel-
ter. Two farms planted trees into existing pasture 
and two farms planted trees contemporaneously 
with converting row crop fields to permanent pas-
ture. 

Tree protection methods were compared according 
to tree damage, weed pressure, and cost of installa-
tion.  The best tree protection method was depend-
ent on type of livestock and size of tree planting:

• Little to no protection was needed for pastured 
poultry, especially chickens. 

• Wire cages most effectively prevented damage 
from larger livestock, but may be cost-prohibi-
tive when trying to protect many trees. 

• For large-scale silvopasture a combination of 
electric fencing with tree tubes works well for 
protecting the trees from damage while allow-
ing livestock grazing to help manage competing 
vegetation. 

Seven Sisters Farm

Green Fire 
      Farm

Seven Seeds Farm

Nightfall Farm

Locations of the four participating farms.
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TREE PROTECTION & DAMAGE

Significant damage was caused by sheep, hogs, and 
cattle, but very little by poultry. Hogs were particu-
larly hard on unprotected trees. Sycamores and cot-
tonwoods were most resilient, including to rooting 
hogs. Sheep often stripped trees of leaves, at least 
partially; however, trees almost always recovered.

Wire cages
Wire cages (Arbor Shields) worked best for pro-
tecting the trees from livestock damage. On Green 
Fire Farm, all the trees protected by wire cages sur-
vived the first year of hog pasturing, whereas only 
one tree protected by tree tubes survived. However, 
trees often rubbed against wire cages, resulting in 
significant damage to the stems and making it nec-
essary to stake the trees.

Tree tubes
Tree tubes were the least effective protection meth-
od for preventing damage to trees by cattle, sheep, 
or hogs. All three types of livestock were able to 
easily knock over the tubes and browse, trample, or 
damage trees. 

Sheep frequently used the tree tubes as scratching 
posts and would often bend the tubes over or com-
pletely knock the trees down. Sheep were often at-
tracted to the tree tubes initially and would browse 
the leaves and strip the bark before grazing the pas-
ture surrounding the trees. 

Hogs, on the other hand, would graze the pasture 
first before scratching on or playing with tubes. 
Hogs rubbed and scratched on the tubes until the 
trees were knocked over and would then uproot the 
trees and occasionally browse them.

Electric fencing
Electric fencing was highly effective at protecting 
trees from livestock damage, and worked well for 
adult cattle. However, calves were still able to get 
under the single-strand fences and damage trees.

KEY POINT: 
Planted trees will require protection 
from livestock, and tree tubes are 
not sufficient.

Michael Dolan of Seven Seeds Farm installs Arbor 
Shield wire cages, with tree tubes and electric fence 
visible in the background.
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WEED COMPETITION

Electric fencing
Weed pressure was highest around trees protect-
ed by electric fencing alone. Because fencing was 
placed at a distance of 2-3 feet from the trees to 
prevent branches from coming into contact with 
the wire, livestock could not access vegetation next 
to the trees. It was also difficult to mow or spray 
near the base of the trees without damaging the 
trees themselves.

Wire cages
Wire cages also produced high weed pressure for 
trees. Because they prevented grazing and browsing 
so effectively, weeds could grow unchecked within 
the wire cages. Cattle tended to respect these pro-
tection mechanisms so much that weed pressure 
extended up to a foot beyond the cages. The cages 
also made it difficult to control weeds in other ways.

Tree tubes
Weed pressure was often low near the base of tree 
tubes as a result of livestock grazing. However, 
livestock were often also destructive to the tubes 
and trees themselves. Observations suggest that 
the sheep and hogs were attracted to the tree 
tubes, possibly leading to increased grazing near 
the tubes. 

Electric fencing with tree tubes
The use of tree tubes in conjunction with a sin-
gle-strand electric fence seemed to provide the best 
weed management option. The use of tree tubes al-
lowed the fence to be placed closer to the trees, and 
livestock were able to graze weeds right up to the 
tube without disturbing the tree. For tubes without 
ventilation holes or gaps at their base, herbicide 
could be sprayed along the row without damaging 
the trees. Temporarily removing fences to mow 
close to the trees was another weed control option 
with this method, and the use of tree tubes made it 
easier to see and avoid trees while mowing. 

KEY POINT: 
Weed pressure on trees is heavily 
influenced by livestock and tree 
protection methods.

Weed pressure can increase when protection methods 
prevent grazing, mowing, or spraying close to the tree.
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COSTS

Costs varied among tree protection methods, but 
tree survival, installation time, and reusability of 
materials were equally important factors. 

Tree tubes
Though cheaper than wire cages at $3-$5, tree tubes 
were not effective at preventing damage by livestock 
unless used in combination with electric fencing, 
and may have in fact attracted livestock. Tree tubes 
were also intended to be single-use only, while wire 
cages could potentially be used for additional trees. 

Wire cages 
Although wire cages were the most effective at 
preventing livestock damage, wire cages were also 
the most expensive and time-consuming to install 
($15-30 per tree). Therefore, this method is likely 
prohibitive for large tree plantings, but may work 
well for smaller-scale plantings of high-value trees.

Electric fencing
Single-strand electric fencing was found to be high-
ly effective at protecting trees from damage as long 
as the fencing worked properly. At around a $1/foot, 
mobile and reusable polywire fencing was perhaps 
the most cost-effective protection method. Howev-
er, fence malfunctions or aggressive livestock have 
the potential to neutralize this protection method, 
so fences must be well maintained and supervised.

KEY POINT: 
Effective tree protection methods 
can be expensive and time-
consuming. Combining methods 
or postponing livestock may be 
necessary for large tree plantings. 

Tree survival and installation time are equally 
important to consider when comparing the cost of 
various tree protection methods.
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GREEN FIRE FARM
Acreage: 2 acres of new silvopasture in 

2015 and 10 in 2016

Livestock: Hogs, sheep

Trees: Apple, chestnut, pecan, plum, 
basswood, redbud

Jacob Marty co-owns Green Fire Farm in Green 
County, Wisconsin, where he raises cattle, hogs, tur-
keys, and chickens on pasture. He planted two acres 
in silvopasture in 2015 with about 300 fruit and nut 
trees including chestnuts, persimmons, pecans, and 
redbud. In 2016, he planted 1000 more fruit shrubs 
and pollinator habitat adding 10 more acres to the 
silvopasture, which included 800 currants and 900 
trees. The trees are intended to provide forage for 
livestock as well as aesthetic value. Marty planted 
redbud, apple, and pear trees in a modified keyline 
contour pattern with 45 foot spacing between rows, 
after using a tree planter to create a furrow. He also 
used an arbuscular mycorrhizae dip.

Tree protection techniques tested were Tree Pro 
Miracle Tubes (hogs and sheep), Blue-X tree tubes 
(hogs and sheep), and Arbor Shields (hogs), and a 
no protection control (hogs). Electric net fence was 
used to partition paddocks by treatment. 

Arbor Shield cages were the best at protecting trees 
from damage by hogs. Wire cages were the only 
mechanism that prevented damage, including tree 
height reduction, and was the only treatment in 
which all trees survived. Almost all other trees in 
the other three protection treatments died after hog 
grazing the first year.

Grazing reduced the weed height within 1m of trees 
in all protection treatments.  Arbor Shield wire cag-
es showed the least reduction in weed heights clos-
est to the tree/cages, increasing in height reduction 
with distance. 

Conversely, weed height was lowest closest to the 
trees in the unprotected and tree tube protection 
treatments after hog grazing and were higher with 
increasing distance from the tree/tube. 

These patterns demonstrate that the hogs were at-
tracted to the unprotected trees and tree tubes and 
effectively repelled by the wire cages. Sheep also 
tended to graze down weed height more effective-
ly closer to the tree tubes compared with distances 
farther out.

“In general, tree tubes 
were in constant need 
of being stood back up. 
Stakes are an important 
factor in success using 
tree tubes.
 

—JACOB MARTY
Green Fire Farm

Jacob Marty of Green Fire Farm prepares a wire tree 
cage for installation.
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NIGHTFALL FARM
Acreage: 10 acres into existing pasture 

in 2015

Livestock: Hogs, sheep, chickens, turkeys

Trees: Ash, hickory, oak, persimmon, 
willow, pecan, hazelnut

Elizabeth and Nathan Brownlee own Nightfall Farm 
in Jennings County, Indiana, where they raise sheep, 
hogs, chicken, and turkey on pasture. All Nightfall 
Farm livestock consume GMO-free feed, except 
for sheep, which are 100% grass/pasture fed. The 
Brownlees rotationally graze, moving sheep once 
daily, chickens twice daily, hogs every 2-4 days, and 
turkeys every 6 days. Meat from their farm is sold 
locally through farmers markets, a 45-family CSA, 
and a chef. They decided to incorporate silvopas-
ture into their grazing plan to help mitigate heat 
and drought effects on the livestock. In 2015, they 
established 5 acres of silvopasture and also raised 
11 hogs, 1200 chickens, 7 lambs, and 110 turkeys. 
They planted more silvopasture in 2016 and raised 
17 hogs, 1600 broiler chickens, 45 laying hens, 13 
lambs, and 100 turkeys.

Of the trees in the control plots, oak, persimmon, 
and willow were more likely to be damaged after 
a grazing event compared to hickory and cypress. 
Ash faired the best and were least likely to be dam-
aged by sheep grazing. Oak and persimmon were 
the tallest at the end of the second year (153 cm) 
in the wire cage treatment, followed by the electric 
net fence, and were shortest in the control.  Over-
all, the trees are doing well and the Brownlees are 
happy with their silvopasture progress—the trees 
are starting to be noticeable from the road. They are 
happy that the silvopasture is fulfilling their goals 
and it is not much effort to maintain after the initial 
planting was done. If they could change one thing, 
they would not have planted trees in low-lying fur-
rows left by the previous tenants. Although the trees 
are surviving, this area is more likely to experience 
water logging, and would likely do better if planted 
just a foot to the side of the furrow.

“Wire cages worked the 
best for protecting the 
trees from livestock, 
and after two additional 
grazing seasons have 
passed, the trees were 
twice as tall as trees in 
other treatments.
 
—ELIZABETH & NATHAN BROWNLEE

Nightfall Farm

Livestock, such as these hogs at Nightfall Farm in 
Indiana, can cause significant damage to trees planted 
for silvopasture.
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Michael Dolan owns Driftless Pastures in Iowa 
County, Wisconsin. He established trees in 70 acres 
of pasture in 2015 and raised 30 grass-fed steers and 
300 pastured broiler chickens. The silvopasture was 
interplanted more densely in 2016. Driftless Pas-
tures is part of a larger farm (Seven Seeds Farm), 
which has ~7,000 fruit and nut trees on 70 acres of 
pastures used by cattle, hogs, chickens, and ducks. 
One reason Dolan planted silvopasture on Driftless 
Pastures is because it mimics the natural ecosystem 
and will improve the atmosphere and environment.

The farmer grazed cattle in a paddock with unpro-
tected trees as well as paddocks with the following 
tree protection treatments: Arbor Shield wire cages, 
Tree Pro Miracle Tubes, and single-strand electric 
fencing. Cages were most effective at protecting 
trees from damage.

Although wire cages were the most effective at con-
trolling browsing, cages were also the most time 
consuming and expensive to install. Single-strand 
electric fencing was found to be highly effective at 
protecting trees from damage, and worked well for 
adult cattle. Calves, however, could get under the 
fences and damage trees. Another potential down-
side of single-strand electric fencing is that weed 
pressure was the highest. Tubes were found least 
effective for protecting trees from damage, as cat-
tle could easily knock over the tubes and browse or 
trample the trees.

For farms establishing a small number of trees in 
a pasture with cattle, Arbor Shield wire cages are 
likely the best option for both protecting trees from 
browsing damage and controlling weed pressure at a 
distance, but not immediately adjacent to the trees.

SEVEN SEEDS FARM
Acreage: 70 acres of new silvopasture 

in 2015

Livestock: Cattle

Trees: Apple, cherry When establishing the 
silvopasture, planting bare 
root plants was the most 
labor-efficient, and in the 
long run, these trees did 
markedly better.
 

—MICHAEL DOLAN
Seven Seeds Farm

“

Cattle at Seven Seeds Farm graze near a row of newly 
planted trees protected by a single polywire electric 
fence.
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SEVEN SISTERS FARM
Acreage: 10 acres into existing pasture 

in 2015

Livestock: Sheep

Trees: Chestnut, currant, plum, 
willow

Cathe Capel owns Seven Sisters Farm in Champaign 
County, Illinois and raises sheep and poultry. In 
2015, Capel established 10 acres of perennial poly-
culture and alley cropping, including silvopasture 
where Capel’s sheep graze in the alleys. Tree crops 
grown on the farm include 254 species and 559 va-
rieties, some of which are chestnuts, juneberries, 
serviceberries, currants, gooseberries, and hybrid 
hazelnuts. Capel wanted to establish silvopasture 
to help restore some of her acreage to a sustainable 
system that provides ecological services to the local 
watershed and provide fruit and nuts for the family 
and a small surplus to sell.

Protection methods for the newly established chest-
nut trees included Cobacha Arbor Shields, 4-foot 
and 5-foot Tree Pro Miracle tubes, and Tree Pro Bark 
Pro (2-foot).  Stem growth data was not significantly 
different among the four treatments.  Seven Sisters 
Farm hosts a very large wild deer population. Since 
the sheep grazing with the trees are much shorter, 
it is likely that any browse damage to trees in the 
4-foot and 5-foot tubes was caused by deer rather 
than the sheep. Arbor Shields were found to work 
well as long as the tree is growing straight and does 
not lean against the cage. However, if they do lean 
against the cage, they are likely to undergo signifi-
cant damage to the stems.

Although data was not specifically collected on 
weed heights at this farm, weeds were more difficult 
to manage with the Arbor Shield protection treat-
ment due to difficult access to the cage interior.

“The taller tree tubes 
made mowing and weed 
management easier 
because the tubes made 
the trees easy to locate. 
Because the tubes did not 
have ventilation holes at 
their base, herbicide could 
be sprayed along the row 
without damaging the 
tree crops.
 

—CATHE CAPEL
Seven Sisters Farm

Sheep graze among tree tubes at Seven Sisters Farm.
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